B Style Electric Motors and Valves
Shutoff/Control Motors
Boom Control motors are 25 RPM, 0.6
second shutoff valves for 12 VDC systems.
Available with E or EC series motors with
DIN or CABLE versions. E type motors work
with DPDT (double pole, double throw)
switch. EC type motors work with simple
SPST (single pole, single throw) on/off
switch and are compatible with all
sprayer controls.

An internal fuse protects the
valve and your electrical system,
and it resets automatically by
disconnecting power to the
motor for 20 seconds.

Direct coupled visual
indicator to verify
position/operation.

Cover fits snugly over the motor cavity
to reduce air space and eliminate
condensation. It’s sealed and sonically
welded to comply with the IP67 rating
for submersion under water.

Permanent etched marking with
complete motor number and date
coded (year, date, month).

Double-wall construction of the
gearbox increases strength and
maintains permanent lubrication
of the durable, all-metal gears.

Current draw less than 2 amps
(1.7 amps at 40 in-lbs.).
Electrical connectors can be ordered
with a standard number. See page 98
for more information.
Note: 2-way control motors can be rotated
180° to change the cable outlet direction on
the valve. There is also an adapter to rotate
motors 90°, contact your local representative
for more information.

Available for either positive
or negative switched electrical
systems with a sturdy, built-in
double sealed grommet and
flat gasket that seals the DIN
connector versions. Motor and DIN
cables are made of polyurethane.

Motor head assembly is easily
detached by pulling a retaining pin
allowing manual operation or easy
replacement of the motor.

Regulating Motors
Choosing the proper regulating motor speed
is important to maximizing the sprayer’s
performance. Three speeds are offered at this
time: 1 RPM, 3 RPM and 6 RPM. The 1 RPM
speed is used mostly in manual systems; it is
too slow for automated rate control. The other
two speeds are used in automated systems.
The 3 RPM is the most popular and opens the
valve to the maximum flow in about 6 seconds
for the RL valve and about 10 seconds for the
PR valves. The 6 RPM motor cuts those times
in half.

DIN and Cable Electrical Connector
Both DIN and motor cables are made of
polyurethane and are pressure extruded
creating a round cable for improved sealing.
Polyurethane has twice the strength and three
times the tear and abrasion resistance of PVC.
Motor cables include over-molded plugs that
seal off the ends of cables and wires to prevent
seepage. Conductor insulation uses familiar
color coding of red, white and black.
DIN cable connectors are constructed for a
special over molded elastomeric material that
does not require a flat gasket to be sealed. The
center screw is made of stainless steel.
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Example: 38082-30, 10 ft. (3 meter) DIN cable.
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Cable

38082-05

1.5 ft. (0.5 meter) DIN cable

38082-15

5 ft. (1.5 meter) DIN cable

38082-30

10 ft. (3 meter) DIN cable

38082-60

20 ft. (6 meter) DIN cable
DIN cables are ordered separately.
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